
ONE-STOP-SHOP 
SOLUTION FOR DOMAIN 
REDIRECTION PROBLEMS
A-RECORD RESOLVES “ZONE APEX” ISSUES WITH 
S3, CLOUDFRONT AND ELASTIC LOAD BALANCERS



One of the challenges of using a service like Amazon Web Services (AWS) Elastic Cloud (EC2) is that you need to 
point your DNS to a CNAME. 

The problem is the DNS RFC (RFC1033) requires the "zone apex" (sometimes called the "root domain" or "naked 
domain") to be an "A-Record," not a CNAME. This means that with most DNS providers you can set up a subdomain 
CNAME to point to EC2, but you cannot set up your root domain as a CNAME to point to EC2.

A-Record addresses this issue.
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2 Abstract

Problem Statement

In traditional web and application hosting solutions, there was either a physical server or a virtual machine that was 
assigned an IP address. This took care of all Domain Name resolution. With the advent of the cloud, things have 
changed. 

The CNAME or Canonical Name that is crucial for running multiple services on the same IP Address is restricted in 
the following ways:

back-end scaling across multiple servers

redirect loops that will never be resolved. 

This presents a significantly bigger issue when it comes to cloud platforms like Amazon Web Services (AWS), the S3 
Buckets, Elastic Load Balancers (ELBs) and Amazon CloudFront, which work on the soft layer and are not devices 
by themselves. Thus they cannot be assigned IP addresses, making the job of the Domain Name resolution a very 
difficult one.

Also, pointing of the root domain to the CNAME is not possible with most hosting providers.

This means that you are stuck without load-balancing options because your applications and websites cannot be 
assigned a secondary IP Address in the event of large traffic or high response times, and not much of a possibility to 
get your apps on the cloud. 



4 When more is not the merrier
When your applications are mission-critical and your data is sensitive, you want additional security. In situations like 
these, a multi-tenant solution may not exactly be viable. This was particularly true for a large FMCG company, where 
we helped them solve their zone apex issues.  

While available to the public as a multi-tenant solution on the Internet, A-Record can also be implemented as a 
hosted on premise or cloud-based single-tenant enterprise solution as best suited for individual business 
requirements.

With thousands of websites and terabytes of sensitive data, this client was looking for a single-tenant, hosted 
solution that they could host at their own data centers and A-Record was just the solution they needed.

5 A-Record Enterprise solution
As the above A-Record solution is available for public consumption, the same solution can also be deployed as a 
single-tenant solution for large enterprises where single tenancy and private deployment is a key requirement at the 
scale of operation. Now lets discuss the A-Record dedicated deployment for enterprise customers. 

3 Direct–re–direct

Address Records or A-Records come to the rescue. 

A-Record is CSS Corp’s solution to the DNS 

redirection issues faced with Elastic Load Balancers 

and Amazon CloudFront. A-Record performs the 

redirections of domain names to CNAMES by 

assigning an IP address that is in turn pointed to the 

CNAME. This circumvents the issue of inability to 

assign IP addresses to soft-layer infrastructure, 

thereby catering to the hosted applications’ need for 

redirect functionalities as well as zone apex 

problem-solving. 

CSS Corp has productized this solution and offered 

it free to the world at http://arecord.net. Anyone can 

register at www.arecord.net and use A-Record to point their zone apex to the CNAME. 



The entire A-Record deployment is configured and deployed within AWS infrastructure where your IT infrastructure 
or Application deployment itself is hosted. The A-Record enterprise deployment uses Amazon Auto-Scaling for high 
availability and stores functional configuration in Amazon S3 instead of Databases. This architecture facilitates data 
consistency and redundancy at multiple levels. The A-Record servers use Elastic IPs (EIP) for solving zone apex 
problem, while Amazon DynamoDB helps store application-dependent configuration.

The primary components of the A-Record solution are:

Redirection Engine
The redirection engine is a primary component for redirecting requests. It reads HTTP Host Header value for each 
client request, validates the Host Header value and A-Record configuration and responds with the target domain via 
the HTTP Location Header.

Configuration Sync Script
The A-Record system stores redirection configurations in Amazon S3 buckets and requires the configuration 
information, as it is responsible for synchronizing configuration information from Amazon S3 to the local instances.  

Configuration scripts running in each region at particular intervals (15 mins) help in synchronizing Redirection 
Configuration. The script verifies the Amazon S3 configuration, ETag value, modifies the configuration, and 
subsequently reloads the redirection server.

A-Record UI
A-Record UI is the user interface that helps configure the A-Record domain information. It loads the A-Record 
configuration to the Amazon S3 buckets and validates user credentials through Amazon DynamoDB.

Amazon Failover
The Amazon Failover mechanism is responsible for providing high availability for A-Record Solutions. All A-Record 
servers are configured with Auto-Scaling with desired capacity and maximum capacity. Amazon Cloud watch alarm 
is created for instance health check. If instance health check fails then cloud watch alarm launches a new auto 
scaling instance using A-Record AMI. A-Record AMI has a failover script switch, EIP, between old and new instances.

Key benefits of A-Record
Some of the benefits of using A-Record as a DNS resolution solution include:

Looking ahead
While A-Record is an innovation by itself, when it comes to addressing the essential Zone Apex issue resolution, it is 
in its Beta phase. Future expansion of scope and features of A-Record include:

6 A-Record Architecture



CSS Corp is a leading technology company supporting enterprise and consumer products, managing IT infrastructure (stand-alone, Cloud or Mobile- 
enabled) and deploying networks. We partner with many of the Fortune 1000 companies to help realize their strategic business outcomes and be 
future-ready. Our expertise and in-depth understanding of the enterprise & consumer product space, along with proven pedigree in Infrastructure 
Management, help customers increase revenues, optimize costs, enhance IT availability and business efficiency, to more than 100 customers worldwide. 
Our R&D arm, CSS Corp Innovation Labs, designs and develops products and IP, creates platforms and solutions to accelerate IT transformation and 
enable faster go-to-market for customers. 

Technology support is in our DNA. With over 5500 technology professionals across 13 locations globally, we have a rich heritage of 14+ years in 
managing large and complex support ecosystems. From home devices, whether it’s enterprise or consumer, datacenters, applications and desktops to 
services, we have built our reputation on delivering stellar customer experiences. Because we chart the right support strategy, deploy the right processes 
and technology to enable it, and then execute impeccably – every day and every interaction. Because we are wired to support.

Let’s talk…
For more information on our A-Record DNS Solution or any of our other services,

write to us at info@csscorp.com

About CSS Corp


